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1. STATEMENT Ol? THE PROBLEM

In connection with the increasing demands” made on the
maneuverability and controllability of modern airplanes,
the question of the so-called “allowable degree of stabili-
ty” ha,s lost that clarity with which a number of authors
have sought to define it (reference 1). There has arisen
the necessity of building airplanes with a smaller reserve
of stability, thereby approaching the “neutral” type. The
problem of controllability and maneuverability can not
otherwise be satisfactorily solved with the modern methods
of airplane control.

In line with this tendency toward airplanes with a
small reserve of stability considerably stricter conditions
are imposed on the airplane design and increased deinands
are ,~ade on the pilot. At the same tir,e, greater responsi-
bility is laid on the computer since small errors in compu-
tation may lead to an unstable airplane.

Fundamental in the computation of the static stability
is the determination of the correct center of gravity posi-
tion, s’hape of wing and method of attachment so as to assure
small moments of the entire airplane without tail”. The
choice of the tail itself is generally determined by the
following met-hods:

1) kethod of selecting the tail surfaces from wind-tun-
nel tests.

2) Method based on the comparison of curves obtained
from tests on models of the airplane elements.

3) Analytical method.

*Report NO. ~’78) of the Central Aero-Hydrodynamical Insti-
tute, Moscow, 1936.
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In our opinl~n the first method Is Impracticable since
it not only requires a large amount of wind-tunnel work but
1s at theeame time a Ilblindil method. The second method Is
most, widely applied by aircraft designers. The third rmthod
has come to attract more and more attention. Comparisons
made of computations”, wind-tunnel tests and flight tests iE-
dicate the very great possibilities of tho method, particu-
larly for preliminary approxl]dations. The problem Is logl-
cally expressed in the form of ‘seeking the limiting center-
of-gravity positions for which the airplane Is still able to
satisfy the stabllitx requirements put on it.

There are naturally two such certer-of-gravity posi-
tions to be considered, nai~ely, the forward and backward
positions. For an airplane of the usual arrangement, the
first corresponds to the lldtlng anglo of deflection of
the control surface and the limiting force on tno control
stick In landing,

For an accurate d.etermlnation of these values, it Is
necessary to establish standards of allowable limiting
forces acting on.the control stick. It must be said that
information in this connection is not available In the en-
gineering literature and these standards must be newly es-
tablished, based on full-scale tests on airplanes.

.The second llmlting center-of-gravity position corre-
sponds to the state of the airplane at which it becomes en-
tirely ni3utral.*

A detailed analysis shows that the limiting forward
center-of-gravity position must be determined in landtng
with deflected flap and account must be taken of the ground
,
*After this paper had been written, there appeared the work
of v.. S. Pishnov; IiAerodynamics of the Airplane, “ Part II,
in which the author has introduced the conception of crltl-

~Cm~
cal center of gravity position only for —= o, i.e.,

~a
corresponding to the neutral state of tho airplane. Te con.
siderod it useful, howevor, to Introduco tho conception of
still another limiting center-of-gravity position determined
by the maximum possible force on the pilotls stick. These
two magnitudes will theri satisfactorily solve the problem of

. center-of-gravity position. Aoreover, in designating a lim-
iting backward center-of-gravity position, It Is necessary
to take account of the dynauic stability of the airplane.
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effect on the airplane characteristics. The limiting back-
“ward center-of-gravity position in the computation is ob-
tained in “hands-off “ flight. Thes”e two cases should be in-
vestigated in determining the center-of-gravity position of
the airplane.

The analytical method of computation in combination
with the accumulated mean characteristics of airplane ele-
ments at the present time may serve as the most r“eliable
metilod, since ii cora-oines the advantages of correspondence
to actual conditions with clearness of a picture of’ the phe-
nomenon, thus permitting a conscious improvement of the bal-
ancing and stability.

It would be quite incorrect to say that the analytical
method of computation is rendered entirely feasible by the
amount of data available. In regard to some subjects, as
for exain~le, the effects of interference between elements
of the airplane on the stability, the data are as Jet too
meager to allow any generzl conclusions to be drawn. It is
clear that in such cases more factual material obtained from
wind-tunnel and flight tests is required. The most rational
method of co.mnutation t’hus appears to be a combination of
the analytical supplei~ented by curves obtained from tests on
models, and, as more data are accumulated, the part played by
the supplementary tests will become smaller and smaller.

‘cmw I

cmf ,

c
mlg’

c
‘T ‘

cmt 9

CY ‘

Ch ,

Notation Adopted

pitching- moment coefficient

,moment coefficient of wing

moment coefficient of fuselage

moment coefficient arising from wing-fuselage
interference

moment coefficient of landing gear

moment coefficient due to propeller thrust

moment coefficient of tail

c Cn, Ct,X9 coefficients of aerodynamic forces

hinge moment of control surface
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area

chord .- ,

span

mean chord of servo-control tab = %3c/tac

digtance from center of gravity of airplane to
hinge of control surface

position along longitudinal axis of center of
gravity (sign + iw taken In direction toward
tail)

position along vertical axis af center of gravity
(sign + for down direction)

/

‘cent surf
n=

‘tail

Ji ,

a,
.

6,

e,

v,

K,=

epeed

angle of attack

angle of deflection of control surface (sign +
for down deflection)

angle of deflection of servo control (sign + for
down deflection)

angle of deflection of stabilizer (+ upward)

e
kinematic coefficient of linkage between servo-

X control and main-control surface

6 = const (see section 5)

a = const (see section 1.1)
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Reynolds number

-J-
measure of the turbulence, c = —

Vmean

Subscripts

airplane T, thrust

Wing SC. servo control

tail St , stabilizer

fuselage int, interference

landing gear Cs, control surface
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The basic equation of the equilibrium of the moments
acting on tho airplane about its center of gravity in its
plane of symmetry may be written in the following nondimen-
sional form

(1)

Of these coefficients Crew, Ctfllp,CmT, and Cmt may be

computed. The effect of tho fu~el.age, however, and tho in-
terference effect cf the airplane elements must be deter-
mined trom test data.

Differentiating equation (1) with respect to CJ we
obtai.1 the condition for the limiting aft location of the
center of gravity.

dcm,x acuf acclt
—-l- —-l-. . . -t— = o (2)

a~ am au

The center of gravity position is found from the component

acmw
in which it enters.

x’

r... -. . . . .— —
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. . ~cal x acn y act.. ‘:
+

‘~=r--— ‘—
(3)

b au b, am . ..

The effect of the center-of-gravity location on the other
mouents acting on the airplane” Is negligible by comparison
with the uonont of the wing;

The basic nouent, which the pilot is capable of chang-
ing in flight, is the tail uo:.lent C.Jt

StLt ~Vt a
c= =. Cyi— —

t 6tbw ‘V ) (4)

since with modern airplane =rangouents Cn =Y be re-

placed by Cy and the “aonent due” to Ct &y be neglected

even for neutral airplanes for which the accuracy requiro-
aents are rained, and C

Yt
may be e~reseed in the eiEl-

plost case of control surface without balance and cut-out

a(3Y
— [at + n~cs]cYt = ~at

(5)

Let us. now considor what change is introduced into the
phenomenon by the condition of free control stick. We shall
sinplify the pl(zture by hot touching upon tho dynanic ele-
aents of the phonoaenon. . The control surface, which is

statically balanced, is adjusted with respect to the flow In
such a manner that it foras with the stabilizer a certnln
angle Sa (fig. 1). The alrplano trimmed by tho pilot to a
certain attitude with the aid of tke control surface inclined
at tno anglo 6L i~aediately passes into the otiler attituae
corresponding to the deflection ~s the value of which may
bo found fron the condition of zero .value of the hinge mo-
aent .

ach
.-..

Ch = aCll
—at+~~ = Klat + Ka8a = O (6)
aut Cs

I
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A linear ilependenoe of this kind uny, as shown ty
tests, bo appl!ed to the fundamental types of tail sur.

faces wlthln the rang~ below flow separation. Theroforti

(7)

Thus

.

Ey formulas (7) anil (8) It IS possible to estimate the

ac
cnan~es both of C7t and the derivatives: 49; %; 3;

Ga aa ac

for choice of center-of-gravity location and solution o; the
problem of stability rlth controls free,

The weight of the control eurface may be taken into ac-
count without any difficulty. In place of equation (6), we
muet write

Mh - Mwt . (j (9)

or, denoting the weight of the control surface by (3Ce,

the lever arm with respect to the hinge axis by rcs and

the inclination of the wing chord of the airplane to the
horizontal by 6 .

pScsVx2bcs(fiat + Ka8a) - f3c~rcs COS(8a + 6 + Wst - fsa)= O

Taking
coe(6a + G + ~st - Au) = 1

we obtain

f3cBrcs
6a =

KapSceVxabcs

KI-— at
Ka

(lo)

I ———
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acyr Kl n Gc~ rcg”
c“
Y~ ( )

.—i~tl-n —+ —-.-? (11)
?at L G Ka P Sc~ Vt* bc~J

The Influence of the weight on the offectivenoss of tho
tail surfaces with controls free Is taken Into accour.t by
the la9t terin of equation (11).

In the case of present day airpla~es with consider-
ably increasing speeds, t-he coatrols are balancefl as re-
gards their weight to prevent vibration of tho tall so that
the last term of equatio~ (11) become zerob

In flying the airplsne with stick free, an additional
10BB in atabillty Ie encountered QB a ren?zlt of the decreaee
in effectivenee~ of tail nurfaces grovifled with a“ servo-bal-
ance tab connecting with tne etick. Te shall return to this
queetion In considering servo-balance ani servo-control
tab~.

It is thue clear that a preliainar~- computation of the
longitudinal center-cf-gravity location that baeically
solvee the problem of longitudinal static etability may be
made, provided certain ,,mg~itudee are knom auong which

5C >C

Y -Yn, Kl, Ea. — —
?$cit’ as

are the meet importaat. At tae pre~ent time a efficiently
lar~e amount of experimental aaterial has been accumulated,
enabling all the a?)ove-enuc.crated magnltudee to be computed
with an accuracy sufflcieut for a first computation. It
will be our ob;ect to give data for tho mreliuinary computa-
tion of theee magnitudes. Tnia procedur~ ie followed, not-
withstanding the existence In some of the casee considered
of formulas since theee formulae, on the one hand, are less
accurate and, on the other, includo a eoaewhat narrowor
range of tail-gurface 5091gns.

In thle work, moreover, we attempts?. to throw light on
the action of the eervo control, eervo balance and triil.:.i.n~
ta-is. These investigation were Included in view of the
unueual interest in thie quoetion and the wile application
of theee devicee In modern alaplane design.
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Sinoe the conoept of ‘[axial balancem appears to be
- generally known, no explanations will be given in this re-
gard. AB far an mervo control ie concerned, ‘however, we
copsider it neoeesary to present a oertain brief dieous-
sion.

At the present time the term asorvo controls” is un-
derstood to mean surfaces locatod aft of tho control mem-
bers for the object of decreanlng the control forces. The
principle upon which the action of these surfaces 1s based
is the setting up of an additional moment balancing the
hinge moment of the main-control surfaoe when the angle at
which the servo-control surface iE set with respect to the
mean surfaco IB varied. Servo controls therefore, in con-
trant to other types of balance devices ara controllable
devices.e According to the character of the control, semo
controls are divided Into servo controls properly #o-called
and nll~ervo balancers.

.

If the change In the setting of the servo control with
respect to the main-control surface (free in the given case)
is ~ffected by the pilot by means of a dovlce connecting
only with the servo control we have a serve” control proper,
t.e., we have the following scheuo of aotio~l of the servo
control. The pilot deflects the servo-control surface from
its initial position by a certain angle and under the action
of the moment set up the entire system consisting of the
main free control surface anti the controllable servo eur-
faco Is set In notion and eettles at a po~ltlon of equilib-
rium when the resulting moment about the axis of rotation
of all tho applied forces cn the entire control system be-
comee equal to zero. A sketch of this syetom of servo con-
trol is given in figure 2.

● If the chan~e in tae angle of setting of the servo
control is, etrected by the pilot through the intermediary
action of the main-control surface then we have the HOervo
balance,flapsm or tab. In this case, the servo control is
conneoted with the -In control by a mechanism which, on
rotating the main-oontrol surface, rotatea the servo-cont-
rol surface in the opposite direction as a result of which
the balancing moment is set up. A sketch of this control
arrangement in shown on figure 3. The rod a connects the
servo surface to the stabiliser by means of the bars b and
c which lie on stra~ght lines passing through the axes of..

*An e~ceptlon iS fortied only in the case of the”adJustable
type servo controls where the trailing edges uf the oontrol
members are capable of being deflected On tho ground.
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rotation of the maln- and servo-control surf%mes and per-
F pendicular to the common chord. When b and .o, the

distances from the axee of rotation to the hinges of the
r“od a, are equal, angles g and 8 wI1l be equal for
the entire range of deflection of the main-control surface
and hence the chord of the servo oontrol will at all times
be parallel to the stabilizer chord. Denoting the rat~o

: -by K, then for b = c, K = 1. As may be readily seen

on figure”3, If b > c, K < 1 and conversely, If b < c,
K>l. Hence, by Inoreaslng or decreasing the value of b
keeping c constant, we shall obtain different values for
K and therefore different degrees of balanoe for a given
servo-control tab.

Yinally, the servo control may be replaced by movable
stabilizer which we shall call a tab. The latter and the
main-control surface have controls independent of each oth-
er. In changing the setting of the tab with respect to the
main control, there 3s obtained the samo effect as In chang-
ing the setting of the stabilizer. The deflection of the “
tab by a certain angle makee possible zero pressure on the
control stick for any state of flight of the airplane.

In recent times, servo-balance tabs and trimming tabs
have received very Wide application to airplanes of all
sizes and purposes and are mounted an all control members -

vertical and horizontal tall surfaces and ailerons. Servo
controls proper, on the other hand, are rarely used in
their original form and are met with exclusively on heavy
airplanes. .

Besides appearing to be one of the best moms of bal-
nacing as compared with other types (axlal~ horn, servo
control) servo-balance flaps posseesthe property that they
permit easy regulation of the degree of balanoe to any re-
quired limit by neans of a simple change in the ratio K =
e

. 7’
a change which nay be easily effected after the first

trial flight.

A control system provided with a servo-control tab Is
a mechanical systen with a great number of degrees of free-
don as compared with the systen provided with the servo-bal-
anoe tqb and therefore appears less reliable with regard to
vibration. Moreover, a system with servo balance does not
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deprive the pilot-of his sense of.controlling the airplane
as is the case with the servo control proper. All these
clear advantages of the servo balance give it first place
as compared with servo control.

In the present paper we shall consider the aotlon of
servo controls mainly as serv~balance tabs so that in what
follows, unless otherwlso ntatod, wherever we speak of ser-
vo controls we shall refer to servo-balance flaps or tabs.

.

The theory of the action of servo oontrols has been
tivon by Glauort (reference 2) for the case o,f thin pro-
filos with hinged flap “In two-dimensional: parallel flow.
Ihls theory may be applied to the case of the control sur-
face with servo control alone, I.e., wtthout stabilizer.
A further development of this thecry of Glmuort has boon
given by Porring (reference 3) for the caso cf a wing with
an entire systea of hinged flap~ and hence this theory
make~ it poesiblo to compute the most important case arls-
Ing In practice, namely, a tail unit consisting of a sta-
bilizer, maia-control surface, and servo-control tabs.

In formulating our program It ma Initially proposed
to carry out tests with tho object of chocking the exlst-
Ing theories on servo controls In order to find correction
coefficients for passing frou theory to experiment and
finally to devise, on the basis of oxlstla~ theory, a pro-
codure for the computation and selection of servo controls
for a given tail surface. 11’roaa comparison of the theo-
retical and experimental data, however, it became apparent
that the differences between them in acme cases amounted
to lGG percent ard more, the devlatlon not remaining con-
stant or In any case such that some mean values for tho
corroctlon factors could be chosen. The choico of correc-
tion factors thus presented no fewer dlfflculiios than
would be met with in a direct reduction of the experi-
mental data with tno dorlvatlon, on the basis of this re-
ductton, of purely. empirical formulas. It was therefore
decided, in VIOW of tho fact that existing theory gives a
very large disagreement with experimental results and more-
over does not take Into account a largo number of Important
factors arising In the action of a tail with servo control,
such as axial balance and the properties of the profile
sectloa neleeted., to work out on the basis of the e~eri-
mental dat+ a procedure for the: computation of servo conM
trols and the-do~~lvation of tho necessary experimental for=
mdas. J.’”
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2.DESCRIPTION OE’ THE” MODEL TAIL. SURIACES TESTED Al?D

THEIR CURACTERISTICS

Considering the lt?brgevariations that we see .at the
present timo In the choice of wing sections, the question
of the section us?d for the tail surfaoe does not stand
out so sharply, Inasmuch as the choice of tail surfaces
differs essentially from that of the wing and the range
of angles at which the.tall surfaces operate is not large.
Moreover, the distortion of the section by the deflection
of the control surface Is so large that the smoothness of
the-flow at any section is rapidly destroyed as the oon-
trol surface Is de?lectod and ae the section assumes a
sharp-edged contour. The tail-surface section is genernl-
ly choson symmetrical with sufficiently small profile drag
for the undefleoted surface. The application of nonsym-
metrical sections Is obviously not logical, since without
increasing the effectiveness such. sections result in an
increase In the hinge moments and drag. As worked-up data
In our laboratories and those of the N.A.C.A. show at a

. certain angle a, a change in thickness has an effect on

% for the secthe value of
au

tion sometimes amounting to

10 percent. For a given profile series a certain thickness

Is found most advantageous as regards
“~

The effect of.. ~a “
the camber of a noneymetrical profile section Is replaced
by the change in the angle of setting of the tail surface .
with synnetrical ‘section.

For tail surfhces, section M-2, M-3, and their modi-
fications are widely applied. ~or fast airplanes, sectione
with sharp leading edge are to be recommended.

The a~pect ratios of tail surfaces in recent times
have shown a ten~ency to decrease, a fact that is explained
by considerations of increase In stiffness and avoidanoe
of vibration. The” aspeot ratio for modern horizontal tail
surfaces is generally taken fron 3 to 4.

The plan form of the tail surface is dxtremely arbi-
trary since the tail surface is generally an element of the
architectural desl”gn of the airplane, at times to the det-
riment of its aerodynamics. In reoent times, howerer, the

—.-— I
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predominating forms are rectangular and tapered plan
forms rounded out by arcs of circles and giving suffi-
ciently good aerodyn~mic characteristics. In general,
however, the effect of the plan fern on the tail charac-
teristics. where there is no deviation from simple shapes,
is not large.

.- .
In this work we shall present a systematized outline

of the “results of tests on”models of tail surfaces both
schematized as well as corresponding to actual airplanes.
All the nodels were of a sufficiently large scale (from
1/3 to 1/5) and were tested in the T-1 wind tunnel of the
CAH1 -in the period 1932-1935. An exception is formed only
by model N16, which was te”sted in the 1.5 n tunnel No. 3.

Tail surfaces ITos; 1, 2, 3, 40 5, 7, 8. and 9, are
scher?atized models; Nos. 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 169 17, 18,
and 19, are models of actual tail surfaces of airplanes.

Most of the tail surfaces corresponding to actual air-
planes had cut-outs, which were for the purpose of mounting
the rudder. In recent tines, however, there has been noted
a tendency toward decreasing or completely eliminating this
type of cut-out. As bocane clear from the results of tests,
this tendency of designers is certainly well grounded since
a decrease in the cut-out shows up to advantage on the tail

acy
characteristics and particularly on the values Cx and

x’

The anount of cut-out in modern airplanes varies between the
following limits: for heavy airplanes, 5 to 7 percent of the
elevator area; for average-size airplanes, 10 to 17 percent;
and fox light airplanes, up to 25 percent of the control
surface. In the present paper, we have attempted to esti-
mate the effect of cut-outs on the aerodynamics of the tail
surfaces.

Figure 4 gives sketches of the tail surfaces and table
I the main results of the tests. The investigation of the
servo controls was carried out on the nodel surfaces Nos. 8,
9, and lG, and the results are given in table I. The choice
of the schematized tail surfaces is explained by our origi-
nal object in investigating servo contr’ols, nanely: compari-
son of experiment with theory. On figure 5 is shown a sepa-
rate sketch of these nodels with servo controls and the nain
dimensions are indicated. The servo controls in the fern of
flaps extend along the entire span of the tail surface. For
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the prqfile secttm wo chose-M-3 having 12 percent thlck-
nesa as being one of the most widely used.
d J

The dimensions were chosen as- large as possible so as
to improve the quality”of the tests, particularly slnoe all
the tests essentially lead to the obtaining of hinge-moment
coefficients and these ooefflcients, as Is WO.11 known~ are
particularly senaltive to th~ scale effect. The three nod-
els differed from one another only ae regarde the ratio of
control-surface area to tail-eu2faco area. “ In our tests
s s“

has ‘the following valuee: Tail surface No. 8;
Cs

&
Scs Scs

:- ~=

0.6; 190m 9: — = 0.5: IJO. 10:
“ St

= 0.”4.“
~

There wae

thus includqd t,he entire p~ac$icatl range of variation of
this ratio. .

4

Servo controls of two sizes were prepared from brass
and formed the trailing-edge portion of the section without
departing frOIU the OUtliR~ Of prOfi~e ~-ao The ratio
S8
+ for the large and enall servo control had the follow-
t

Ing values: SscSmall servo control, — = 0.065; large servo

s
St

control, ~ = 0.08.
St

The servo controls were removable and could, If re-
quired, be removed froq one surface .and.qounted. on another.
The following values of the ratio of servo-control area to
the area of the main control were thus obtained:

Tabla II
sCs sac

Tail surface
~ x“

Small servo flap Large servo flap

8 0.6 0.05 0.1075

9 .5 .06 .13”

10 .4 “ .075 .16 ..-.

—-— .—..
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There was thus obtained a range of from 5 to 16 percent
of the area of the control, :surface,

Finally, the hinges of’ the nain-control surfaces .werc
constructed in such a way as to permit the variation of
axial balance “from O to 20 percent. Tail surface No. 9,
which was selected by us as the basic one and on which ex-
tensive tests were made,,was balanced 0, 10, 20, 23, and 26
percent; In the remaining cases, the balance consisted of
o, 10, and 20 percent of the area of the main control sur-
face.

The test program was divided into three parts:

1) Tests on servo controls in the form of flaps.

2) Tests on servo controls with cut-outs.

3) Tests on servo controls mounted on outriggers
behind the trailing edge.

The servo controls of the flap type are shown on fig-
ure 5 and formed flaps alcng the entire span of the trail-
ing edge, or nore properlj~ speaking. the brass trailing
edge could be deflected 30° to 40° up and down about hinges.
For this type of tail surface, the tests were carried out
on all three tail-surface models.

The servo controls with cut-outs are illustrated on
figure 6 and are of the flap type except that instead of
extending over the entire span the servo surface extends
over only part of the span. These surfaces were formed
out of the flap type servo-control surfaces in the follow-
ing manner. The large servo-control flap was cut into
three parts in such a manner that the center portion ex-
tended over half the span while the other two each extend-
ed over one-quarter span.

Tests were carried out with tail surface No. 9 and the
large servo control surface, first with the outer portions
deflected, the center remaining fixed and then with the
center portion deflected and the outer portions remaining
fixed. This enabled the effect of the arrangement of the
se’rvo-control surfaces along the span to be studied.

Finally, the servo .controls mounted behind the trail-
ing edge were made of the same sizes as the cut-out servo
controls, i.e., they formed servo controls with six percent
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of the area of the main tall surface Mo. 9 and were mounted
behind tho trailing edge of the main surface at d~stances
of one, two, and three servo chords. Figure 7 shows the

. plan-view and dimensions of this type of servo oontr-ol.

The servo controls of the flap type were chosen as
the basic type in our investigation and therefore the tests
na~e on thkm?.tiere more extonsiver making possible a con-
plete study of tha effect of the fundamental parameters of
the servo-oontrol surfaces on the action of the tail sur-
face. The tests on the other two typos had as their main
object the Investigation of the effect of the location of
the eervo contr.ol.with.reepect tQ the span and chord of the
main-control surface and therefore the tests on these were
Jess extensive In character.

Due to the large diriienslons of the models and tho
speeds of the order of 50 m/s, the Reynolds Hunter of the
models tested attained a valuo from 1,200,000 to 1,500,000:
the turbulence of the vi%d tunnel was defined by the criti-
cal s~here radius Rcs = 144,000 corresponding to a degree
of turbulence E = 1.82 percent.

The coefficients Cyl Cxt c~o ,and Ch were deter-
,. nined in the usual manner on the wind-tunnel apparatus.

.. ..

P
% = pstva

Q.Cx.—
pstw . .

M
cn.— . .

pStVabt

. hfh
Ch=.

P%r3va%l

The tests on the servo controls led essedtiall$ ir
the first place to the obtaining of ourves of hinge-nonent
coeffiolents of the nain-oontrol surface c~ = f(8) with

..— — —
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various servo areas and various degr-ees of balance for the
determination of the “effectiveness of balance” of the servo
control (under the term lfeffectiveness of balance” we mean
the ratio of tile hinge moment of the control surface with
servo control to the hinge moment without servo control);
and secondly, to the obtaining of curves of the lift force
Cy = f(&) for the determination of the loss in effective-

ness of the control surface due to the servo surface. In
addition, there were obtained curves of the equilibrium
angles of deflection 8 of the main control surface as a
function of the angles of deflection Cl of the servo con-
trol surface, i.e. , the curves 8 = f(6).

After applying all the corresponding corrections, there
acy acy ach ach

were determined the derivatives —9 — —, and —
~a ah ‘ aa a8 “

All these data are presented in table I. AS we have
already said, our obJect was to deterujne accurately the
values of the derivatives for the purpose of finding ra-
tional analytical relations enabling the determination of
“the tail characteristics and the stability of the airplane.

3. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TAIL SURFACES

a) Unbalanced and Balanced Tail Surfaces

The concept of effectiv~nss of tail surface is inti-
mately connected with the force that the surface may devel-
op for various flight conditions of the airplane. We shall
tnerefore represent the effectiveness of the tail surfaces
by the nondimensional coefficient Cn or more often tiy CY
since, within the shall range of angles at which the tail
surfaces usually operate, C barely differs from Cn.

Y

Bringing an airplane into a position of equilibrium
and effecting a change from this position is attained with
the aid of-a change in the angle of deflection of the con-
trol surface or a rn+oation of the entire tail surface.
Hence, for a quantit rLhive determination of the condition
of equilibrium of the airplane and its stability, it is
necessary to possess a knowledge of the change in C

Y
of

the tail with change in angle of attack and angle of deflec-
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i.e., of the value .

acw
(12)

In addition, a knowledge of the value of CY itself is

necessary as a function of the geometric form of the tail
and of its location with respect to the airplane. For
the value of C~ good results are given by the eomowhat

modified formulas of ‘loussalnt for the case of a balanced
tail surface and without cvt-outs as generally obtained
with horizontal tail surfaces

(13)

/

s
whero n =

$
within tho ltmits of the usual ratio of

~c

Scs to St (of 0.3 to. 0.6). The value af & Is likewise

. . well determined by the formula of Toussaint suitable for
various types of tails. As is known, the relative thick-
ness influences the vcluo of this derivative but,in view
of the small differences In thickness of tail surfacess
this correction may be neglected:

%= 0.0424 A

am 1.73 + A
(14)

I’ig”ure8 illustrates this. “ AS may be seen, the agreenent
“ of experiment with the formula Is entiraly satisfactory.
It should be obsorv~d that there Is a oertaln straining in

the definition of the nagnitude A = $ in the case Qf a

tail with cut-out where, following the usual method of com-
putation, we obtain a“value of A largar thmn for a tail
surfaoo without cut-out”. For tail surfaces with axial bal-
ance, a largo nu.mbor of which were investigated, we assume
tke following type of ralation .
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[

= s% ~otrue (
Sbal “

‘Y &
‘+”n&” 1 - 0. 75-—

Scs )]
(15)

This expression is correc’t for tail surfiaces without cut-
outs for the +150 > 6 > -150.

For CL>o and 15° C 6 < 25°, as may be the case,
for example, in computing the take-off, the value of

ac
~ [see equation (17) below] should be decreased by

40 to 50 percent, so that the effectiveness of the tail
also decreases at these states.

A few tail surfaces with horn-type of balance were
tested. These tests, moreover, were conducted in the
snaller tunnel on comparatively smaller nodels, so that the
p’reposed formula for the horn-type balance may serve only
for orientation purposes, For horn-type balance

c ~ (C@true
Yt = ha

+ n~o) (16)

within the range of 6 from -20° to +10° for u > 0 and
6= -100 to +20° for CL<o.

It should be noted that the formulas
CY for axial

balance were obtained on the sane tail surfaces and in the
same wind tunnel as for the tail surface with horn-type
‘balance. The repeated check at large values of R in the
T-1 tunnel confirmed them, however.

acy
Considerable importance attaches to the value

%-0
An analytical expression for it may readily be, obtained
for tail surfaces with cut-outs and with and without axial
balance

acy acy

(

‘bal—= —n 1 - 0.75 —
a~ aa sCs )

(17)

A test check of this relation showed a satisfactory agree-

1 .- —



nent, It must be said that this oheok also shows the oor -
: rectness of all the “3.’orntul&s‘given above,.s~doe formula
(17) Is the derivative (16). ‘

.Acoording to the ~heory of e:r.roxw, the .pxobable rela-.-

tive error in computing ~% “ : .“ “

P.

;F

X(A)=
r = 0.675

n-1 ,.
.1.: “ ., .

where A 1s the difference between the valuea of
atf...

computed fron (20) and that determined from tests, &n& n

ac c
is the number of individual values of ~ corresponding

a~

to the numbar of tail Burfacoe tested. The computation
shows that the probable error r Is about 4.8 percent.

It is interesting to bring out the effect of the fern
of leading edge of the control surface on the effectiveness
of the tail surface. Tail eurfaces Nos. 3, 4, and 5W,dif-
ferod In the form of leading e~ge. Fron the results of the
tests and the &ata of tablo I It nay be seen that the lead-

ing-edge fern has practically no effect on ?-% while it

ac “aa
does have an effec$Con # tall surface No. 3 giving”a

Ylarger value for — than Nos. 4 and 5, vhedeas formula
a8

(17) does not take this into account.

The series of points giving large deviations from .the
nean “values of the effectiveness vere probably the result
of the deformation of the control surfaces such a deforma—
tion being observed In particular vith tail surface No. 7.
These points nay therefore be considered As being in error.
In general, the deformation In deflecting the control sur-
face may be considered as one of the nnin sources of error
in the investigation of tail surfaces.

.,.. ..---- .,.. . ... ..

— .—
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b. Effect of Cut-Outs on the Effectiveness of Control
.,

We shall now attempt to evaluate the effect of cut-
outs in the elevator on the effectiveness of the tail
surface. AS has already been said above, these cut-outs
may amount to 20 to 25 percent of $-he control-surface
area . It is true, as tests by Ackeret (reference 4) have ‘
shown, that these cut-outs. at the after portion of the
tail surface have a very small effect on the lift force,
From this it follows directly that the computation of
acy .

with cut-outs in the ta”il surface does not le”ad to
act
positive results, and the theoretical rksults obtained by
Lotz (reference 5) show a loss in the lift very much larger
than is obtained in tests.

aCy acy
Let us consider both derivatives — and The

aa z“
first one, in view of the small change in the lift as a re-
sult of the cut-outs, changes sli”ghtly. It may be remarked

a Cy
that there is a drop in — by 3 to 6 percent, and in on-

?Q

ly one case (with tail surface No. 11) does the drop amount
to 12 percent. Without as yot proposing any quantitative
criterion in the fern of a rigorous functional relationship
it may, for orientation purposes, be recommended that the

value of ~ computed according to fornula (14) be re-
,.
tiuced hy 3 to 6 percent for cut-outs of 8 to 15 ~ercent of
the control-surface area.

It is interesting to note that in the extensive Japa-
nese investi~tions of wings with cut-outs (reference 6) for
the cases of cut-outs behind the wings there were sometimes

‘ac -
obtained even larger values of & than for conplete wings.

This phenomenon, not explained by the authors but observed
in ‘Sone of our tests (fig. 10), i,s evidently due to the
rectangular edge of the cut-out producing a separation and
formation of vortices and a suction of the boundary layer.
This condition nust be taken into qccount by the designer
since unstreanlined rectangular cut-out edges, while only

acy
slightly increasing — produce a marked increase in the

Ua
drag Cx of the tail or wing.
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. .. The ‘effect of the cut-out can be,-eomd~hat:tio ~e..glearly
expressed in””the form of figure 11

“v =

. .

I.e., with

Z)6Y ‘“””. ~’ ““
.

with cut-out
Z.-.=l-O”

●

10.percent cut-out there is

#

~cut%ut75 (18)
s:.’cm

ac=
a drop In - of

d&
7.5 percent. The te~t of Biechteler (reference 7) on a

“ f~ll”~~~~l~’”a~rpl”ane”;in whtch tests the value of
. .

acm ‘ -
was meaeured pointed to a marked increase (u”p to 20

x /adm
percent) In ~“ when the cut-outs (12.5 percent of Sc~)

38
were tillmina~ei (fig.. 12).

.“. . .

The agreement of these results of 3iechtelor with the
results of our tests is sufficiently good since in the ab-
sence of cut-outs there .1s obtained the expression*

..
...

“x~hia for~la is obtained as follows, The moment of-the en-
tire airplane including the tdil is equal to the moment re-

.. suiting from the .motation of the elevator. Tor the unbal-
.“ anced surface we t,hus have the expression,

c% + C% +: . . . . +-mc~t,fi=ed CS + Cmt,elevator = c~s
..

.

SmtL . .Vx a ~.& ~
c“”. * z ,X% ()c~a:. c =~’y n;
‘t,elevator .. au. . . . .W”w “

..
“..

* . j: kl: -1.. .“+.. J

.
..%

.. —- . I
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In the presence of cut-outs there enters into the value

aCm
of — the decreased area of the tail surface.

a8
acm

Thus the decrease in — comes from two sources,
a8 StL

namely the decrease in the coefficients — and the de-
ac Sb

crease in ~ for the tail surface. If this circumstance
ab

is to be taken into account, it is necessary to introduce
into the result obtained by Biechteler a correction for
change in area of the tail surface, When this is done, we
obtain a sufficiently good agreement of our formulas with
the flight tests of Biechteler ($ – 0.906 and from

comD–
Biechtelerls tests 0.897).

.

Thus we have the following relations that take into
account the effect of cut-outs on the tail characteristics:

‘acy 0.0424 A
1) -— ~ (14)

~a 1.73 +A

(it must be remembered that larger cut-outs somewhat lower
this value)

fic ?C
2) Y

(
Ynl ‘bal

—=— - 0.75 —
)

if
a8 aa sCs

(19)

ac

(
d [U” + n~” 1 Sbal

3)’ Cy= - 0.75 —
)1
v (20)

au L s“Cs -

c) Effectiveness of the Tail Surface with Servo Controls

The presence of servo controls reflects strongly on
G~
Ythe values of —, i.e., on the slope of the curve

a6
CY =

f(.8). Naturally, in deflecting the servo control in a di-
rection opposite to the defle.c.tian of the main control sur-



. .

face, th; effect ivemeee’cif the lattkr will mdre of leae be
reduced, depending on the basic parameter cf the main- and
eervo-contrcl ”eurfacee.

In cur tests fcr the determination of the effect of
the’ eervc ccntrol on the effectiveness cf the main-contrcl
surface, we applied the following method. We cbtained a
aerien cf curves Cy = f(b) for varicus settings of the

servo” ccnt”rol varying 6 from Oc to 20°. On figure 13 is
given a series of such curves for tail surface No. 9 with
6 percent servo area for three values of the sorvc-control
setting, namely, 0°, 10o, and 20°. ~ith the aid of these
“curves, we constructed the curve C = f(~) for a simul-.... . Y

“ tanecus deflection of the servo-control flap by the angle
e, which was in constant ratio with the angle c“fdeflec-

tion 8 cf the main-ccntrol surface, I.e., K = ~ re-
. . 6

mained constant”. The curve Cy = f(b) thus cbtained with

deflected sorvc tab was compared with the curve obtained
w~thout deflection cf the serve tab. Thereafter, In con-
ducting tests on the rncdels of some airplanes, the test
technique was very much simplified by the presence on the
models of kinematic linkages between the servo- and the. .
hain-ccntrol surfaces (reference 8).

The methcd we had chosen made it possible to obtain
an answer to the question of the effect cf the servo con-
trol of the servo-balance type cn the effectiveness of the
aain-control stirfaco. In solving this same problem for
servo ccntrois proper, the method cf conducting the tests
would be different, as for example, the method used by Reid
(reference 9) , which consisted first in determining the ro-
laticn” Cy = “f(b) without servo tab and then determining

the new relaticn ‘with servo tab added, the latter being de-
flected by an angle which, for a given deflection of the
main-control surface, assured a %ero hinge moment. The lat-
ter “methcd could also be applied in Investigating serve con-
trols of the balance type, but in cur oplnicn, It is less
suitable than the method we had chcsen for a systematic in-
vestigation with the object of cbtaining a definite ccnnec-
tion.between tho loss In effectiveness of the main-control
surface due to the presence of the servo tab a“nd the variou~
paraineters of tho tail sur.faco. In any case, It is neces-
sary to”behi Id”tilncl”that the results of the tests cbtained
“b3 these
hwe been

— .

two me”thdds may.ba made comparable only after they
brought Into correspondence with each other.
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The results obtained by us by the above method are
given in figures 14 to 19 for all of the six arrangements
of the servo- with the main-control surfaces. On each
figure are given the curves CY = f(6) with unreflected
servo tab (e = 0) and with deflected servo at K =

e
-= 1; i.e., at such deflection of the servo tab for which
&
the angles of deflection of’ the main- and servo-control
surfaces wore equal but of opposite sign. The dotted
curves of figures 14 and 15 are for the same tail surface
and servo control but unbalanced. From thsse curves it
may be seen that axial balance has no effect on the loss
in effectiveness of the main-control surfa,ce due to the
servo tab but decreases the Iflaximuifllift coefficient
c

Y max

A formula that takes account of the loss in effective-
ness due to the servo ‘.a.bmay be proposed of the following
form:

vrhcre t is the mca:l servo chord

b, the chord of tho :,lain-control surface at the po-
sition of the mean servo chord.

The value x=: (coefficient of kinenatic linkage) enters

as an absolute factor in the formula. TableiII below gives
the values of ACV obtained with the aid of’this, formula

Sc
for 6 = 10° and K = 1, and those obtained directly from
tests on all six combinations of servo-and main-control sur-
faces i?os. 8, 9, and 10.

Table 111

~:,, ‘;!;.‘;t,,::;:9~0.0219 0.0200 b.0179 G.0c?19 0.0200 ;0.0179

-.o35 i -.04
I.—- .———

— —
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The results of the comparison may be considered entirely
eati sfactory. Thls”losa. in effectiveness of the main-con-
trol surface must therefore be taken into account in the
computation of-the static stability In deterainlng Cn

z
duo to the tail surfkce at various deflections of tho matn-
control surface.

In recent times on all high-speed a5rplanes are wounte:l.
tail surfaces with fixed stabilizer with tiie object of ob-
taining the smoothest ~ossible connection of the tail por-
tion of the. fuselage to the tail surfaces aud hence a better
flow and reduced parasite drag. In such cases a servo-con-
trol tab selected from the condition of 11.i5.ting deflection
in landin~ may be convoniontly divided into two parts, one
of thea In the form of a balancing tab, t~e other controlled
from the pilotls cabin to bo held in re~orvo as a trinuing
tab in tho case of insufficient balauce fro:: one of tho ger-
vo-control tabs. In landing, both servo-control tabs work
torothar in one direction relieving the pressuro on the
stick. Tor those flight co~ditioEs, howevor, where such
large balanco is not required, the servo bal.anco oporntcs
either by itself or in con~uriction with the trlnalng tab do-
flccted by 8 saall angle roqulrod to obtain noraal pressure
on the control stick. With the aid of such a combination of
servo-control and trimaing tabs, thero is ,ior~ conveniently
obtained zero pressure on tlie stick for any condition of
steady level fli~ht with fixed stmbiltzor; i.e., with t-he
aid of a trlzming tab, it is possiblo to so regulate the
control in flight that flight can be accomplished with stick
free.

In the presence of a trimming tab the change in lift
c

Y
of the control surface may be taken into account by the

following empirical formula:

7.2 ~3- Stab
Acykb = ____-.(l+*)(

1 + At ah Scg 1 + 0m0G?55cs6tab)6tab (22)

This formula is obtained from formula (21) by replacing z

e
in tho latter by -.

6
. . Thus the effectiveness of the tail expressed by formul~

(20) modified to take account of the loss in effectiveness
due to the servo control tab is given by the followiag for-
nula:

. . .

.. . .
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where A~Y~c and ACV are taken from formulas (21) and
‘tab

(22) .

The servo controls with cut-outs, as has already been
stated, were the same as those of the flap type except
that they did not extend over the entire span but only over
part of it. To explain the effect of the spanwise position
of the servo-control tab, the servo controls in our tests
were placed first cat the center and then outboard of the
span (fig. 6). On figures 20 and 21 are given curves of
effectiveness of the main control surface with and without
deflection of the servo-control tab. EZaminQtiOn Of theSe
curves shows that the different location of the servo-con-
trol tab along the span has no effect on the loss in effec-
tiveness; in both cases we have the same loss in effective-
ness. From the point of view of the loss in effectiveness
of the main-control surface, it is therefore entirely im-
material where the servo-control tab is located with respect
to the span for a constant-chord control surface. In the
case of a control surface with variable c,hord, it is natu-
rally nore advantageous to place the servo-control tab at
the position of maxi~~um chord of the main-control surface.

A comparison of figures 20 and 21 with figures 14 and
15, which show the curves of effectiveness of the same tail
surfaces with servo controls of the flap type having the
same areas, shGws an increased loss of effectiveness for
the servo tabs with cut-outs. At the same time, however,
we see in all cases a good agrecnent of the test results
with the values of AC obtained by formula (21) for 8 =
100 and K = 1. Theyresults are given in table IV.

Tnble IV
r

Type of servo

flap ~ center outboard

ACYSC from fornula 0.0152 0.016 0.016

ACV from tests .015 .0158 .0158
“Sc

This increased loss of effectiveness in the case of the
servo tabs with cut-outs as conpared with the servo control
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of the flap type is a result of tho decroaso in span of the
servo-control tab,and this is -taken Into account in formula

(21) by” tho factor
0+”:)=

Hence from tho point of view

of decrease in .effectlvenese of the main-control surface, it
is advantageous to give the servo-control tab a greater span.

!Che servo controls that were mounted at come ditatance
from the trailing edge. ware of the came Bize as regards area
as -the flap type of servo Ho. 9 with the small servo area
and the servo tabs with cut-outs, i.e., the servo area was
six percent of that of the main-control surface. It was
thus possible to compare .the effectiveness of the servo con-
trols of the three types. The outrigger types were mounted
at various distances from ths trailing edge startinsg with
“zero distance” where the leading. edge of tho servo tab co-
incided with the trailing edge of-the main-control surfaco
.acd endad with a projocted distance of three chords, i.e.,
when t-he leading edge of the servo-control tab was at a dis-
tance from the trailing edge of the ‘main-control surface. .
equal to three servo-control chords. The servo-control
tabs were of rectangular plan form and aspect ratio “A = 6..

..
AS regards t.ne loss in effectiveness of the main-con-

trol surface due to the servo-control tab, it may be seen
from figure 22 that this loss in projecting the servo-con-
trol tab out from the trailing edFe reduces to a minimum
and practically need not be taken into account. This iS
due to t~e fact that in the case of the eervo control of
the flap t~e and type with cut-outs a deflection of the
servo control is equ.ivaleut to a change in the camber of
the main-control gurface, an effect which shows up strongly
on the change in its aerodynamic characteristics. In the
case of the outrigger-type, servo controls, however, any
decrease In the effectiveness of the -in-control surface
is du,e to the interferonco effect between the servo- nnd
main-control surfaces as in the case of a tandem-type wing
or biplane cellule.

Thus , servo-control tabs which aro projectod out from
the trailing edge have a clear advantage over other types
as far as their effect in reducing the offbctivehess of
the main-control surface is concerned. This advantage,
howevor, IS hardly offset by tho structural complications
and greater tendency to vibration introduced by such a sYs-
tem and also, it must be supposed, by the greater drag due
to the projecting brackets. From these considerations It
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is hardly probable that this ty~e of servo-control ta%
will receive any wider application than it has received
up to this time. These considerations led us to limit
tne nu,nber of tests on this type and the tests conducted
are therefore quite insufficient for deriving any basic
formulas for the outrigger type servo controls. The for-
mulas given for computing the effectiveness of the servo
control and the lOSS in effectiveness of the main-control
surface due to the other two types of servo, i.e. , formul-
as (22) and (23), are not suitable for the outrigger t~pe
of servo control.

4; EFFECT ON THE DRAG

Tne question of tail-surface dra,~ is be:ginnifi~ to at-
tract more and ,nore attention in connectioil with tile in-
creasing speeds of airplanes. Xe have already pointed out
one of the factors connected with (adecrease in drag, name-
ly, the application of sections with sk.arpened leading edge.
The advantage in this case will show up particularly at
large speeds where Ba > 0.4 (reference 10).

It was very interesting to note tl~e role of cut-o~l.ts
in increasing the drag of trie tail surfaces. Fi,;ure 24
shows how considerable may be t’ne increaso in drag with in-
crease in amount of cut-out. The curve gives the upper
limit of the increase in dra~ obtained for tail surfaces
with straight cut-out edges (fig. 10a) tail surface No. 12,
and the surfaces tested in the Japanese laboratories, A
change in the form. of the cut-out obtained by giving a
streamlined fora to the trailing ege (fig. 10b) gave for
the same tail surface, No. 12, a considerable decrease in
drag. (See reference 6*. )

An analysis of the polar of tail surface No. 12 (fig.
25) shows that cut-outs have an effect on the profile drag
and affect the induced drag only by the usual amount t-hrough
the aspect ratio A (witilout additional corrections).

Examination of figure 25 shows t“nat tne change in pro-
file drag of the tail surfaces with. increase in cut-out re-
mains almost constant over the entire range of the polar, a
fact which indicates the correctness of the method of de-

fining 12A by the ratio — . If we nad considered that.
struo

*The curve on our figure was obtained by a work-up of the
experimental data given in this report.

I _.—
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the cut~out bad not changed 1, we would ”have received at
large angles of attack a sharp decrease in the profile
drag and this would nut have corresponded to the physical
phenomenon. On figure 26 are shown the curves of drag for
tail surface~ with various forms of control surface load-
ing edge (I?os. 3, 4, 5):

.,.. 5. CENTER OF PRESSU3E ....

As is known, in the computation of stability as nor-
mally conducted in design offices, the contor of pressuro
of tho tail surfaco IB considered ae lylng either on the
hinge axis of the elevator or at come other point of the
tail-surface chord ae,for exaaple, at one third ckordm It
was interesting in testing the models to Investigate how
these rough approximations corresponded to the a“ctual state
of affairs. With this idea In mind, we proceeded as fol-
10WEI. “Considering the work of each tall surface, we may
divide the lift coefficient Cy of the tall surface into
two parts, a part Cy depending only on u at 5 = O,

a
and a part C depending only on the deflection of the

Y&

control surface for some constant angle at.

Un3er these conditions, the moment of the tail surface
may be written in the following form

.3 ..

Cmoilac + q~ CY6
‘a

(24)

acm
In this expression the value ~ = — at unreflected

aC= acy

elevator Is the saue as for a wing which has the same
q

plan form as the tail surface. This value may be found be-
forehand analytically knowing the plan form of the tall sur-
face (reference 11).

In the case” ‘nhere wind-tunnel tests on the model tail
a cm

surzaces are avaflable the value of ~ =.,s — may be dl-
ac

Y
rectly obtained from” the teet curves. The value of ma

..— I
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does not depend on the profile section and practically
does not vary as a result of cut-outs at the- trailing
edge, as may be seen from the tests on model 12 (fig. 27).
Tile coefficient C . i’s the CY of t-he tail surface for

‘a
6 = Qoc

acy ~
c
‘a ‘xv’

The second term on the right of equation (24) is made up
of q& and cY~ where C

Y~
is a function only of &

acO
and q~=— oscillates about a ,~ean y~a~ue of about 0,48.

ac
J

The probable relative error in determining tne vnlue of q~
is 4.5 percent.

Thus the mo,lent c~efficient ~f tile tail surface and
hence also the position of the center of gravity may be com-
p’~tcd from the formula

ac aCy
Cm = ma —~ct + 0.48 — 5

aa a6
(25)

(26)

The method just explained enables a preliminary rough
computation to be made of tae mo,~ent coefficient Cm and a

inore accurate ,location of the center of pressure on the tail

I
L
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surface. Although the effedt produced by the change in
lever arm of the force.acting on the tail surface is small
even ‘“small differences” in the”moment “of the entire air-
plane and the balancing moments arising from the deflection
of an elevator of a modern airplane with small degree of
stability require aw great accuracy of computation ae pos-
sible if it is desired to obtain agreement between the com-
puted and actual performance. Yor a comparison of the vari-
ous methods of finding the center of pressure on the tail
surfaco stability computations were made on one of the air-
planes with a small degree of stability. The computation
~as carried out by four aothod6.

1) By taking into account tne actual coefficients
c.., cx’ and C=, and the actual lever arzls
J

of the forces - the “accurate” nothod.

2) By the method proposed b~ us.

3) By considering =Yt located on the hinge axis.

4) By considering C
Y~

located at 25 parcont chord

in tht3 airplane plane of symmetry.

By coUrputing Cm , we may set up a table giving the

c
a

‘z t
Tatio — . Th+.s ratio may be taken as a aea~ure of tho

cZlg I

perfection of the nethod

Table V

a“ o 4 8 12

1.0125 1

.078

.939

1.02

1.078

●88

1.019

1.065

.978

-- . . — -. -. — .. I
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The- method proposed thus appears to be more accurate
than the-se by which the center of pressure is located at
25 percent chord or on the hinge axis. It may be said in
passing that it may be considered more correct to locate
the center of pressure at 35 percoilt chord.

6. FORCES IN DEFLI!!CTING THE ELEVATOR

a) Unbalanced and Balanced Tail Surfaces

As is known the questions of stability and balance of
the airplane are intimately connected with those of the
forces which arise in controlling the airplane. The mutual
relation between these probler,s is particularly stroilg when
considering the behavior of tk.e airplane with stick free as
was pointed out in the first section of our article. The
possibility of computing the hinge moments of the control
surface is thus essential not onl~- from the point of view
of determining the control forces but also from that of
evaluating the stability and balance of the ,aj.rplane.

The control force T is expressed in the following
form

(27)

where Ii. is the coefficient of transmission from control

surface to control stick. Hence to find the control force
it is necessary to know the value Ch , whictl may be ex-
pressed by

(28)

It will be our object to bring out the relation ~e-
ach

tween the values —
%

and — and the basic parameters
?u ah

of the tail surfaces. It is first necessary to make a few
remarks. Sinde our tests were conducted on tail surfaces
wit-h axial balance, without balance and with, servo balance,
we can give quantitative descriptions of only these three
types of tails.

L——
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The second remark refersto the incroas.o in accuracy
In tho determination of the value of the axial balance. In
a detailed consideration’ of the problem i% appeared useful
to define the axial balance as shown on figure 28. It thus
ap~eared that certain tail surfaceswhich were coneldered ae
unbalanced by their designers had 3 to 7 percqnt of axial
balance.

Tho third remark relates to the following considera-
tion. The determination of the hinge moments in the lab-
oratories iEIan operation that iB less accurate than the
d.eterm”lnatlon of the effectiveness so that tho coefficient
Cn for even large tall ntodole iEI much less accurately. de-

“terminod than the lift coefficient CY “ For this reaaon

the same accuracy cannot be expected of the relationa ex-
p~eaaing the hinge momenta aa of those expreaeing the lift
coefficient

‘Y “

A= may” be seen from the given curves Ch ia eaaeh=

tially a linear function of 6 for +15 > 6 > -15, 80 that
ther~ i= no difficulty in finding the slope ~Ch/~80 ~e-

ferred to the mean geometric chord of the control surface,
we obtain the curve shown on figure 29, which enables

3ch to be o~re=ged by the followlng relation which agreea
T
clo=oly with that proposed by B. l’. Goncharov (reference 12)
for the caae of axtal balance:

..

(29)

. .

This magnitude depends on the form df leading edge of
the control surface and of’ the tip of the atabillzer, on the
amount of cut-out, and on a number of other tall-surface
paranetcra. We therefore observe on the curvoa a rather
large amount of scatterlnq of tho points, which arrange

“ themaelvea along a family of atralght lines. The extreme
limitlng.coefficient= before the parentheaia In formula
(29) will be 0,00675 and 0.00470 Thus In taking the coef-
ficient .ae 0.00573, we “~ke a possible error of t~e or”der

~ch “
of 15 percent. If wo take’ for — the straight line with

a6

slope 0.00573 aa the baaic one, then computation of the
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probable_ relative error gives the value r = 9.75 percent.
This figure is considerably reduced if the coefficient is
chosen so as to take into account the tail characteristics
as will be seen below.

It is as yet difficult to speak of a greater accuracy
in determining the effect of the tail characteristics on

~ eh
the change in — since on the one hand the probable cr-

ab
ror is large and on the other the phenomenon i.s.so compli-
cated that a detailed analysis at the present time is la-
borious. On the basis of the available material, it is
possible to estimate roughly the chan~e on ?Ch/fi& whi ch
is brought about by cut-outs. From a comparison of the re-
sults of the tests it is evident that a cut-out decreases

CTh
tile relation between the latter and sc,,t-o~~/s~5

>7 ‘

being shown on figure 30. This decrease is to be expected
since the loading is reduced and the lever arm of t-ne hinge
aoment decreases as a result of the forward displacement
of the center of pressure.

Of the other elomcnts of the tail surface that have an
ac~

effect on there may be mentioned the form of the
%%- ‘

leadin,~ edge of the control surface. The blanketed leading
edge in the presence of axial balance gjvcs an increase in

ach
since the balance is not completely effective being

36

screened by the trailing edge of the stabilizer. Wilen the
trailing edge of the stabilizer is made sharp, the effec-
tiveness of the balance increases and the slope decreases
(compare tail surfaces 3 and 4) .

Guided by these data we may indicate the probable lim-
acil

its for the curve of
-%-

against ‘bal/scs” For tail

surfaces without cut-outs and with sharp leading edge of the
control surface shielded by the stabilizer, it is necessary

ach
to take the upper values for the intercept of the

x

curve , namely, 0,0057 - 0.0067. On the other hand, for
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.tail eurfaces with unshielded leading edge and with out-
outs, the valuo of the intercept must evidently be chosen
wi%htnthe range 0.0047 - 0.0057.

The other derivative determining the value of the
. ach

hinge monent, namely: is obtained from tests with
z

~Ch
even greater difficulty than —

36
since the bethod itself

of finding this derivative fron tho test curves doterminee
a larfie probable error. ~igure 31 gives the dependence of

. ~ch s ‘baltho derivative — C8on — and —. The analytical
, ~a St s~”s

form of this relation for a ccntrol surfcce with unsharp-
ened loading edgo is

aCh

(

‘bal Scs.—=
)

0.0G538 - 0.0166 — — (30)
~a sCg St .

The curves on the figure are interpolated straight
lines. The points correspond to the val’aes E8 for the
tail surfacea tested. The values of s~l/~c~ for all

tail surfaces may be taken from table I. The probable
relative error obtainbd from a comparison of tho computod

3Ch
Vnlucs of — and thoso obtained experimentally is 33.7

am
percent.

3C
Ihe accuracy in the detorminatlcn.of J! 1s less

M
than in that of % but’this defect is compensated by

~~ ao.h
fact that the tern — in the general expression for

35 ~Ch
is of considerably less importance ”thac the.term —.

auGr!.

tho

Ch

Ag re~ards the change in =
~a

with modification of

the tail surface, it Is difficult to draw any conclusions
as to the effect of cut-outs on account of the inconsist-
encies involved. The greatest value of the derivative

.
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. ~ch

x is given by a dulled leading ‘edge (tail surface No.

5). !lhis value of 0.0008 comes nearest to that determined
by formula (30), namely, 0.00095. A sharpened nose of the
control surface (tail surface No. 3 or No. 4) gives a
larger decrease in this derivative.

Thus , the mean value of Ch for the unbalanced and

balanced tail surfaces is completely expressed by the re-
lation

Ch (=ro.oo573 1
1

- 3.33~)}0 +[~0.00538- O.OI@?Q~y]aO

(31)

h) Tail Surfaces with Servo-Control Tabs

The procedure for obtaining the curves of hinge-moment
coefficients with Servo-control tabs was the same as for
obtaining the curves of effectiveness of main-control sur-
face. A family of curves, Ch

= f(8), wi th 6 the setting

of the servo-control tab as parameter was obtained. The
curves are shown on figuro 32. From these curves were con-
stl-ucted the curves Cilx f(fi), taking into account the

servo- tab deflection for the ratio K = ~ equal to unit:~.

Thesc curves were obtained for all the servo controls. On
figures 33-3s are given curves of the hinge-moment coeffi-
cients as a function of 8 for various amounts of balance.
For each balance condition there are xiv~n two curves of
hinge-moment
tion and onc

Formula

coefficients: one without servo-tab deflec-
with servo-tab deflection for 11=1.

(28) may be written in tho form

whero k~ is tho angle of attack of the tail surface and

& tho angle of deflection of the control surface. From
the curves given, an cx-prossion may be obtained for the
coefficient Ka which sh~uld consist of threo terms,
nainely,
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(32)

achach is the value of ~
(1

where — without any balanoe~

ach dm t-o bal-ach “ iS ~he decrease In the value of .WAX—
a8 ach”

anolng an’~, finally, Aa— Is the decrease In the value
a8

ach due to the servo tab.of — The expression for the
a8

fir8t two terns for K=O i.e..

has already been met with before (formula (31)).

The effect of the servo-control tab in decreasing the
value of Chat which we denoted in formula (32) by AaCha

was obtained-from the same curves of figuree 33-30 and may-
be expressed by a formula very sinilar to the one which
takes account of the loss in effectiveness (21)

Aacha = -=:*t-:) (1-”~””2’8aK)’’33)l+?it

In table VIbelow are given the values of A“ Cha-

co-mpute~ by this formula and also the values ob.tatned from
tests for 8 = 10°. .

Table VI

sSc 0.05 0.06 0.075 0.110 2.130 0.160
r Cs

licha (OOIQ.) .012 .014 ,0155 .027 .0205 .030

bcha (exper.) .010 .014 .017 .032 ,030 ,30
. . ..

— —— - . —- -.— ——- ..—. . ... . . . . .. -- .. .. .. . . I
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~oh
With regard to “Kl = — it should be observod that

aa---

the presence of a servo- control tab does not change its
va’lue and this circumstance, which makes the servo ,%alance
differ considerably fron other types of balance, shows up
very disadvantageously on tho stability of the airplane in
flying with stick free, there being obtained a lowering in
tile “stability. The deflection of
surface in flight with stick free
dition of zero value of the hinge
mula (7)

8=- ‘A at
K2

the unbalanced control
determined from the con-
moment according to for-

(7)

hardly changes as a result of axial balance since the co-
efficients Kl and Ha change at the same rate with in-

crease in tho amount of balanco as a result of which their

~
r(atio may, for a tail surface of a given type, be

Ka
considered constant. In the case of servo balance, how-
ever , the value of 5 , as a result of the iilcrease in &
at constant Kl, sharply increases and therefore the sta-
bility of the airplane in stick-free flight is relatively
lower as compared with the stability with free unbalanced
controls. This fact must be taken into account in provid-
ing the elevator with se-rvo balance, since with a small
reserve of stability witil free, balanced controls the air-
pla~e may become unstable in flying with stick free.

In our present work no special investigation of the
effect of a change in angle of attack of the tail surface
on the action of the servo-control tab was undertaken in
view of the fact that the data available on other tail sur-
faces have shown that a change in the angle of attack up
to 12° has no effect on the effectiveness of the balance
due to the servo control. The angle of attack of the tail
surface generally does not exceed 12° and for this reason
we did not find it necessary to conduct a special investi-
gation on our tail surfaces but decided to make use of the
material already available on other tail surfaces.

On figure 39 are given curves of elevator hinge moment
coefficients for tail surface i~o. 14 with 6.44 percent ser-
vo-control tab for angles of attack of the tail plane
0° and at =at = 10°, The curves of the hinge moment coeffl-

L.-.– - . . ..—.— _
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.

clents In both cases run equidistant from each other. The
sam may be observed on two other curves. X’lgure 40 shows
tho hinge-nouent coefficient for tall surface No: 11 with
10 percent: servo and figs.re 41” shows the curves for “No.”12
with 7 and 10-perconf servo. On the latter figure (41),
there may be observed a change in the effectiveness of tho
balance- only at a tail angle of attack equal to 140, no
change being observed up to 12°. Finally, on flguro 42 aro
shown the curves of effectiveness of tho tail, i.e., the
curves Cv = f(a) for the various valuesof the angle of
attack a with tho servo deflection taken into acccunt.
Those curves also likewise run parallel within their linear
rangeO.

It may be considered that a change in the tail angle
of attack has no marked effect on the operation of the
servo-control tab up to 12° and hence no corrections have
been made In our formulas for chahgo in anglo of attack.
Consequently, the general formu~a for the hinge moment tak-
ing into account axial balance a~d servo control may be
written thus:

‘bal .,
Ch = 0.00573Z1 - 3.33—

[ Sca )
So + t,=Ch +

a

[

‘bal}scs ~o+ {0.00538 - 0.0166 ‘!—
sca~ St 1

(34)

where Aa Ch Is taken from formula (33).
a

Where there Is a triuzdng tab the hinge-xzouent coef-
.ficient changes by an anount determined by the formula

7.5 acy Stab {1 _ ~
Aa;Cha=— ——

)
(1 +. 0,0025~c~~tab) 6tab

1 + At aa SCa ~ -h

(35)

The- formula for the hinge uonent that takes into ac-
count axial balance, servo control, and trlmaing tabs, aay
be written as follows:

. .
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( )
Sbal so + Azch2

Ch .= 0.00573 1.- 3.33 +& ’Ch2 +
sCs

[( 1

Sbal’)% ~“
+ 0.00538 - 0.0166 —

~~ 1 St
(36)

s

In formula (33) as in formula (21) there enters the

factor K =$, i.e. , the coefficient of kinematic link-

age, which :ilustbe chosen in such a manner that the servo
control is effective over the entire range of “deflection
of the main control surface. From figures 33-38, we may
see that the servo tabs remain effective only up to a
certain limiting servo deflection (3 beyond which any
further deflection remains entirely ineffective. On the
same curves it may be observed that a decrease in the
slopes of the hinge-moment curves due to the servo con-
trol occurs up to abot~t 15°, beyond which the ilinge-mor.lent
curves with servo run parallel to the corresponding curves
without servo.

This is particularly clearly seen on the curves of
equilibrium angles of the main and servo surfaces. Tile
latter curves wore obtained. simu.ltaneously with the curves
C]l= f(s) during the hinge-moment tests. The method of

obtaininG them was as follows. For a given angle of at-
tack a and given servo deflection e there was meas-
ured for the deflection 3 of the main-control surface
for which the.moment of the air forces acting on the sys-
tem composed of the main and servo surfaces, was equal
to zero. By varying the servo angle 6 from O to 40°
there. was obtained the “floating angle”, curve 8=f(6)
for a given angle of attack a. Such curves were obtained
for all of the six servo arrangements with various degrees
of axial balance, i.e., to each curve c~ = f(6) of fig-
ures 33-38 there corresponds the floatin~-angle curve ~ =
f(e). The latter are given on figures 43-48.

—

AS may bo readily observed on examination of these ,
curves , the servo controls are effective only within the
relatively small range of servo deflection from 10° to 15°
beyond which the curves have a very small slope, which is
the same for all the servo controls independent of their
dimensions, whereas in the range of effectiveness of the
servo control the slopes of the curves jncrease almost
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proportional to the increase in servo area. The value of

36
.. . .

is a measure of:the sen~itlvensss of the main-control
z
surface to deflectlou of the. servo mqface. Whero there
Is axial balance the sensitiveness of the main-control
surface increases with particular sharpness near the llm-
It of balance, i.e., from 20- to 30-percent axial balance,
On figure 44, fcr example, which gives the-curves for 6
percent servo-control tab, there is tho same Increase in

3’5
— In varying the balance by 3 percent from 20 to 23 per-
ae, . .

cent as in changing the “balance by 10 percent from 10 to
20 “percent. .

A further increase in the degree of .bahince ‘has a
still greater effect on the.increase in the sensitiveness
of the main-control surfaces but, on the other hand, de- “
creases the range of. servo deflections up to 10 percent,
With further deflection of the servo controls, the sen- .
sitiveness drops sharply to zera, I.e., the angle of de-
flection of the main control surfaces does not increase.
Thus the axial balance increases the sensitiveness of the
main surface to deflection of the servo surface but de-
creasee:the limits of effectiveness of servo deflection
from 15° to 10°.

Guided by the foregoing remarks with regard to the
equilibrium angle curves, it im always possible to select
In.any given case such a value for the coefficient of
kinemat$c linkage K as would assure a complete utiliza-
tion of the servo ‘control for”the entiro range~of deflec-
tion of the main-control surface. .

~or the Itmiting allowable servo deflection, ‘there
may be taken the value 15°. The valuo of 6UX, however,

is de#ornined fron a computation of the lorig~tudinal static
stablllty and controllability as the limiting elevator de-
flection required for landing, Thus the”valtie Of the link-
age coefficient K Is determined from the following formula

..

“.

..

. 15 “
. . .

K=-
8

max. -.
(37)

—

which gives the limi.tlng valud.,for K. ““A larger value
than this for K cannot be taken since In that case the

— .. — I
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servo-control surface will have exhausted its effectiveness
before the main-control surface is deflectgd.to its limit-
ing position. A smaller value for K than that given by
the above formula is disadvantageous since this will give a
greater loss in effectiveness of the main-control surface.

On figure 49 are given curves of hinge-moment coeffi-
cients of tall surface No. 9 with cut-out servo tab. It
may be seen from these curves that a servo tab placed out-
board of the span is more effective than one placed at the
center of the span, in the sense that it decreases the hinge
moment control force. Comparing the servo with cut-out with
the servo of the flap type (fig. 34), it may be said that
the latter is more effective in decreasing the hinge moment,
a fact that is again explained by the difference in the ra-
tio of servo chord to main-control-surface chord and is tak-
en into account in formula (33) by the factor (1 - t/b) ;
i.e., by the change in the servo tab aspect ratio. The val-
ues of ~~ Ch as obtained from test and as computed from

formula (33)2for a cut-out servo (at center span) are the
same and equal to 0.017 for 6 = 100. Consequently, also
as regards maxiinum effectiveness of balance, it is necessary
to give the servo tabs as large an aspect ratio as possible.
If it is not possible for structural reasons to give the
servo surface the forln of a flap, ther, it is desirable, in
order to increase its effectiveness, to make use of the Ilt.j-p

effect” by placing it along the end of the span, provided
such a location does not possibly give rise to vibration.

Fiqure 50 shOws curves of equilibrium angles EC=
f(o) for the cut-out type of servo control. Comparing
these with the curves on figure 44, i.e., with those for
the flap type, we may observe a complete correspondence
‘with the ilinge-moment curves, i.e., a greater effective-
ness of the outboard servos aild a loss in effectiveness
of the ‘cut-out types due to decreased aspect ratio.

Figure 51 shows hinge-moment coefficient curves
f(a) Ch =without servo tabs and with outrigger
for

servo tabs
K=l. It may be seen from these curves that the ‘

hinge-moment coefficients with unreflected servo increase
as tile projected distance from the trailin~ edge is in-
creased. This is explained by the fact that for tile unre-
flected condition of the servo, the latter produces a mo-
ment in addition to that of the main-control surface. As
the distance of the servo from the trailing edge is in-
creased, the lever arm of tile servo tab with respect to
the axis of the main-control surface increases and hence
there arises a harmful additional hinge moment when the
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servo tab”ie undaflectod. With the servo tab deflected,
the effectiveness of the balance also increases with in-
creaee in &istancd froa the trailing edge.

Thus from the point of view of effectiveness of the
servo balance, I.e., decrease in the hln~e moments, it is
entirely Immaterial how much to carry the servo tab out
behind the trailing edge. I’or. the same servo tab and the
sa:ilovalue of “K at any distance we have the samo value
of the hinge moment Cn. Hence the value of Ch does not

~epond on the distanco ’for the outrlggor type of servo
flaps.

Coaparing figure 51 with figures 49 and 34 in which
are given the curves Ch = f(s) for the cut-out and flap
typo of servo controls It.may be seen that the slopes of
the curves with the servos of all three typos are very
nearly the same and havo a mean value of 0.004, souewhat
lCSS for the cut-out and flap typo and somewhat nore for
the ovtriggor tzpe. Tho latter type compared to tho othor
tvo types therefore has the advantage that it remains ef-
fective up to a large deflection angle. ,

..

Figure 52 shows the equilibrium”-n~le curves for an
as

outrigger servo tab. The value of ~s i.e., the sensi-
Ce

tiveness of the main-control surface to deflection of the
servo eurface decreases at first with Increase in distance
from the trailing edge and then somswhat -~ncreases. For a

38
di~tance of 1-2 chords, for example,”” thq.yalue of ~ is

less than in the case of zero distance away: and In the
case of a servo control of the flap and cut-out type, at a

. . -~~..
distance of 3 chords the value-of — increases somewhat

.V3e

for slnall values of E and then decreases again. The
range of angles at which the outrigger type of servo con-
trol retains its effectiveness increases as co~ared with
the other t~es, and has a mean value of 20°-250. The
saae phenomenon may be observed on tho curves of figure 51
giving the curves of hinge momont coefficients for the out-
rigger servo tabs.
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7. CONCLUSION

In the solution of a number of prohlcms on the sta-
bility and controllability of airplanes, there arises the
necessity for knowing the characteristics of the tail sur-
faces of the types in common use today. Of these charac-
teristics, the most important are the effectiveness and
hinge mo;i~entsof the tail surfaces. AS has been shown in
t~e present paper, there exists the possibility of deter-
.nining these characteristics by the formulas obtained-with
a degree of accuracy sufficient for the purposes of a pre-
liminary computation. T~~ese fOr:Qulas take into account a
nul,lberof fundamental tail characteristics. One of these
is tile presence of cut-outs on the control surface (it is
true tnat in recent times designers with conpl.ete justifi-
cation try to avoid these cut-outs). A method has here
been presented of estimating the effect of these cut-outs
on the tail characteristics. The experimental data present-
ed in this paper also provide the possibility of estir.lat-
ing the effect of a nur~ber of other factors, as for exaf~ple,
the for;.~of the control surface leading edf~e.

T,~c general r~cthod of computing the critical center-
of-gravity location of the a.irplar,e.(forward and backward)
is considerably simplified. This is particularljr true
with reference to the critical backward center-of-gravity
location for which the case of stick-free flight is the
deciding one.

Of all three types of servo control considered (flap,
cut-out , and outrigger), the most favorable froi~ the point
of view of application as balance tab is the cut-out type,
since it is light and structurally simple to mount with the
usual form of horizontal and vertical tail surfaces.

From the point of view of maximum ‘Iefficicncy of bal-
ance” and minimum loss in effectiveness of the main-control
surface, it is necessary to give the servo tab a larger as-
pect ratio. .

By utilizing the “tip effect” in placing the servo tab
outboard of the span a certain advantage can be gained,
provided such a location does gives rise to possible vibra-
tion.

Tile servo ta>s of the outrigger type for structural
reasons cannot be conveniently mounted on the usual tail

I —
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Ourfacea. For those tai-l””e~faces,’ however, for which a
very large control-surface defleotlon Is required, as for
exa+le, In the cage of vertical aurfaceg of tailloee air-
planes, the outrigger type of servo tab will undoubtedly
have the advantago over the othor two typem considofod.

Servo controls are at the present time used essential-
ly in the form of trimming tabs. The fact that servo-bal-
ance flaps notwithstanding their evident advafitages over
other types of balance in some cases give “place to other
means of balancing is in our opinion explained first by the
fact that .designers ard Improving the stablllty and control-
lability by a careful positioning of the center of gravity
and by a careful choice of wing section and plan form. It
is evident that by these means the probloms of balancing
and reduction of forcos ‘on“the stick are simplified and at
times make control-surface balance ontirelY unnecessary.
In the second place,” servo tabs, as has been shown In the
present paper, tend to decrease the stability of an alr-
plano with stick free and thirdly in the absence of weight
balanco of the control and with inaccurate design the
critical speed at which vibrations are sot up is lowerod.
A triaming tab does not havo these defects of the norvo-
balanco tabs and, with careful center-of-gravity location,
may. solve tho problem.

There is a range, however, where servo-balance tabs”
are entirely feasible. This is true in the case of large-
sizalairplanes whore servo motors of the electric and
ponu~natic typos, etc. , are not used. As tho size of the
airplane is increased (up to a certain linlt) the lmpor-
taiico of servo-balance tabs Increases and with full-weight
balance of tho control surface, they present one of tho
most suitable and effective means of re’ducing the stick
forces. In ‘this connection, systematic investigations of
servo-balance tabs on airplanes should be undertaken, since
tnere are practically no aata avallalllom

..-

Translation by s..Reiss,
National Advieor~ Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 67.- Tsil ●rface Ho. 4.

Figure 68.- Tail surfaceNo. 4.
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Figure 66.- Tail 8urface No. 3a.
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Figxre 69.- Tail mrface No. 4a.
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Figme 70. - Tail eurfe.ce No. 4a.

Figure71.- Tail wrfeco No. 5.

Figure 72.- Tail mrface No. 5.
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Figure 73.- Tail wrface No. 6.
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rigure 74.- Tail wrfaoe No. 6.

Figure 75.- Tail ●rface Mo. 7.
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Figure 76.- Tail wrfus MO. 7.
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Figure 77.. Tail surface No. 7a.

?igure 78.. Tail mnface No. 7a.

Figure 79. - Tail ●rfsce MO. 9.
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Fi@ue 81.- Tail surface No. 11.

Figure W.- Tail mirface No. 11.

?igurBe3.-Tail surface Ho. lh.

Figure 84.- Tail surfaco Yo. ha.



Figure 85.. Tail ●rface No. 12.

Figure 86.- Tall &face No. 12.

Figure 87. - Tail surface No.
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Tail surface Mo. 13. “m
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J’igure89.- Tail surface No. 13a.
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Figure 90.- Tailsurface Ho. 13e.

Pigore 91.- :TailSurface No. 13b.

riguro 92.- Tail Su?faca NO. 13bo ‘~
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Figure 93.. Tail surface No. 13c.
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Figure 94.- Tail nurface No. 13c.



rigure 97.- Tail surface Ho. 16.
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Hgure 100.- Tail surface Io. 16-1. ‘w
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Figure 101.- Tail mu-face
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Figure 103.- Tail cmrface No. 16-3.

Figure l@4.- Tail mrface No. 16-3.
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Figure 103.- Tail surfaceNo. 16-2.
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